Boolean networks (BNs) are discrete-time dynamical systems with Boolean state-variables and outputs. BNs are recently attracting considerable interest as computational models for genetic and cellular networks. We consider the observability of BNs, that is, the possibility of uniquely determining the initial state given a time sequence of outputs. Our main result is that determining whether a BN is observable is NP-hard. This holds for both synchronous and asynchronous BNs. Thus, unless P=NP, there does not exist an algorithm with polynomial time complexity that solves the observability problem. We also give two simple algorithms, with exponential complexity, that solve this problem. Our results are based on combining the algebraic representation of BNs derived by D. Cheng with a graph-theoretic approach. Some of the theoretical results are applied to study the observability of a BN model of the mammalian cell cycle.
Introduction
Boolean networks (BNs) discrete-time dynamical systems with Boolean state-variables. BNs provide useful modeling tools for dynamical systems whose statevariables can attain two possible values. Examples range from artificial neural networks with ON/OFF neurons (see, e.g., Hassoun (1995) ) to models of peer interactions in social networks (see, e.g., Green et al. (2007) ).
BNs have been extensively used as models in systems biology. Kauffman (1969) pioneered the use of BNs as models for genetic regulation networks. Here each gene is either transcribed (ON) or quiescent (OFF) (see Li et al. (2004) ; Kauffman et al. (2003) ; Albert and Othmer (2003) ; Chaves et al. (2005) ; Espinosa-Soto et al. (2004) ; Chaos et al. (2006) ). Kauffman has simulated the behavior of large, randomly constructed nets and discovered that if each network node has two or three inputs, then the dynamical behavior of the network demonThis paper was not presented at any IFAC meeting. The research of MM is supported in part by the ISF. Corresponding author: Prof. Michael Margaliot, Tel: +972 3 640 7768; Email: michaelm@eng.tau.ac.il strates order and stability. He has also shown that BNs are able to reproduce the main characteristics of the biological network dynamics: attractors of the BN correspond to stationary biological states; large attraction basins indicate robustness of the biological state; and so on. The dynamics of large-scale BNs has been extensively studied using tools from the fields of complex systems and statistical physics (see, e.g. Albert and Barabasi (2000) ; Aldana (2003) ; Derrida and Pomeau (1986) ; Drossel et al. (2005) ; Kauffman (1993) ; Luque and Sole (2000) ; Samuelsson and Troein (2003) ).
information (e.g., an interaction between two genes is either activating or inhibiting). Other models, for example, those based on differential equations, entail specifying numerous parameter values (e.g., rate constants).
Modeling a biological system involves considerable uncertainty. This is due to perturbations that affect the biological system, and inaccuracies of the measuring equipment. One approach for tackling this uncertainty is by using Probabilistic Boolean Networks (PBNs) (see Shmulevich et al. (2002b,a) ). A PBN is a collection of (deterministic) BNs combined with a probabilistic switching rule determining which network is active at each time instant.
In biological systems, there is usually little justification for the assumption that all the state-variables are updated in synchronism (Harvey and Bossomaier (1997) ). One way to take this into account is to allow an asynchronous updating rule for the state-variables in the BN. This leads to the concept of Asynchronous Boolean Networks (ABNs) (see, e.g., Faure et al. (2006) ; Faure and Thieffry (2009) ; Garg et al. (2008) ; Saadatpour et al. (2010) ).
BNs with (Boolean) inputs are known as Boolean Control Networks (BCNs). For example, in a BCN modeling a biological system, an input may represent whether a certain medicine is administered or not at each time step (Datta et al. (2010) ; Liu et al. (2010) ). developed an algebraic state-space representation (ASSR) of BCNs. This representation has proved useful for studying BCNs in a control-theoretic framework. Examples include the analysis of disturbance decoupling (Cheng (2011) ), controllability and observability (Cheng and Qi (2009) ; Zhao et al. (2010) ; Laschov and Margaliot (2012a) ; Fornasini and Valcher (2012) ), realization theory ), optimal control Margaliot (2011, 2012c,b) ), and more (Cheng and Qi (2010a,b) ; Cheng (2009) ).
The ASSR of a BN with n state-variables includes a 2 n × 2 n matrix. Thus, any algorithm based on the ASSR has an exponential time-complexity. A natural question is whether better algorithms exist. Akutsu et al. (1998) have shown that the problem of finding an equilibrium point of a BN is NP-hard (see also Zhao (2005) ). Various control problems for BCNs are also NP-hard (Akutsu et al. (2007) ). Blondel and Tsitsiklis (2000) provide a general survey on the computational complexity of various problems in systems and control theory.
In this paper we consider the observability of BNs, that is, the ability to uniquely determine the initial condition of the BN given an output sequence. Observability is a fundamental concept in systems theory and, not surprisingly, it has found many applications in systems biology. Cobelli and Romanin-Jacur (1976) study the controllability and observability of biological compartmental systems and describe applications to models of digoxin, albumin, and iodine distribution. They point out that: "Actually the numerical estimation of parameters should follow a test on the a priori possibility of their estimation by the chosen input-output experiments, so that the significance of the experiment itself is tested."
In evolutionary dynamics, observability is the key to studying whether the genetic process itself can be recovered from measurements of phenotypic characteristics (see Lopez et al. (2004) and the references therein). Williamson (1977) considers bilinear models for microbial cell growth and product synthesis in continuous cultures. He points out that some of the state-variables cannot be measured on-line because reliable and accurate sensors do not exist. Observability analysis is then a necessary preliminary step to the design of observers, that is, systems that provide an estimate of the complete internal state based on measurements of the input and output. Observers are especially important in the on-line monitoring and control of biotechnological processes. Indeed, on-line measurements of temperature or flow rates are usually available whereas, concentrations of biomass and some products and reactants require the use of state-observers due to the lack of cheap or reliable on-line sensors (see Garcia et al. (2008) ; Geffen et al. (2008) and the references therein).
We develop two approaches for analyzing the observability of a BN. The first approach is algebraic and uses the observability matrix of the BN. The second approach is graph-theoretic. Both approaches yield algorithms whose time complexity is exponential in the number of Boolean variables. This naturally raises the question of whether there exists a more efficient approach for determining observability.
Our main result is that the problem of determining whether a BN/BCN/ABN is observable is NP-hard. This implies that unless P=NP, there does not exist an algorithm with polynomial time complexity that solves the observability problem.
We follow the standard formulation of the observability problem in systems theory, namely, we assume that the BN structure is known and that the goal is to infer the initial condition based on an output sequence. A different yet related problem is to infer the structure of a BN based on input-output measurements. This problem has important implications for biological systems modeled as BNs and has received considerable attention (see, e.g. Akutsu et al. (1998 Akutsu et al. ( , 2000 ; Hopfensitz et al. (2012) ; Cheng and Zhao (2011) ).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some known results that will be used later on. Section 3 defines observability for BNs. Section 4 develops an algebraic approach for analyzing observability using the observability matrix. Section 5 presents a new notion of observability of graphs and uses this to develop a graph-theoretic approach for studying the observability of BNs. Section 6 proves that determining whether a BN is observable is NP-hard, and that this holds also for ABNs and BCNs. Section 7 demonstrates some of the theoretical results using a BN model of the mammalian cell cycle developed by Faure et al. (2006) ; Faure and Thieffry (2009) . Section 8 concludes and describes some directions for further research.
Preliminaries
We begin by reviewing BCNs and their ASSR.
Boolean control networks
Let S = {True, False}. A BCN with input u and output y is a dynamical control system in the form
. . .
where x i , u i , y i ∈ S, and each f i and h i is a Boolean function, i.e. f i : S n+m → S and h i : S n → S.
Algebraic representation of BCNs
Daizhan Cheng and his colleagues developed an algebraic state-space representation of BCNs using the semitensor product of matrices. This representation proved quite useful for studying BCNs in a control-theoretic framework (see for a detailed presentation).
Recall that the Kronecker product (see, e.g. (Bernstein, 2005 , Chapter 7)) of two matrices A ∈ R m×n and B ∈ R p×q is
Note that (A⊗B) ∈ R (mp)×(nq) . Given two positive integers a, b, let lcm(a, b) denote the least common multiple of a and b. For example, lcm(6, 8) = 24. Let I j denote the j × j identity matrix.
where α = lcm(n, p). 
Since the dynamics of BCNs is described by a set of Boolean functions, the semi-tensor product can be used to provide an ASSR of BCNs. Theorem 2. (Cheng and Qi (2010b) 
n such that
L and H are referred to as the transition matrix and the output matrix of the BCN. Algorithms for converting a BCN in the form (1) to its algebraic representation (2), and vice versa, may be found in Qi (2010a, 2009) . As we will see below, one advantage of the ASSR is that it naturally suggests a graph-theoretic approach for studying BNs (see also Zhao et al. (2010) ; Laschov and Margaliot (2012a); Yin (2011) ). We first review some results on the observability of graphs from a recent paper by Jungers and Blondel (2011) . 
Observability of graphs
A graph G is an ordered pair (V, E), where V stands for a finite set of elements called vertices, and E is a finite set of unordered pairs of vertices called edges. A directed graph is a graph each of whose edges has a direction. An edge-colored graph is a graph where each edge e ∈ E has an associated color. Suppose that {α (1), . . . , α(j), α(j + 1)} is a non-empty set of nodes such that: . . , α(j) , α(j + 1)} is called a cycle of length j. Jungers and Blondel (2011) consider an agent that walks from some initial node (the start-vertex ) to a final node (the end-vertex ) along the edges of a directed and colored graph G. The output of each step in the walk is the color associated with the traversed edge. The graph and the output are known, but the start-vertex is unknown. Definition 2. (Jungers and Blondel (2011) Note that if the graph G is T-FSO then it is N-FSO for all N ≥ T . Two properties prevent a graph from being T-FSO. The graph G is said to have property A if two edges of identical colors leave the same asymptotically reachable node. 2 In this case an agent leaving that node will not be able to determine his next position in the graph (see Fig. 1 ).
The second property that prevents a graph from being T-FSO is the existence of two separated cycles that yield the same output. More specifically, we say that the graph G has property B if there exist two cycles α and β such that α(s) = β(s) for some s, yet following the edges of α and the edges of β from s onwards yields identical output sequences (see Fig. 2 ).
Remark 2. Note that a cycle and its cyclic shift are two separated cycles. Also, it is possible that walks on two separated cycles of different lengths yield identical output sequences.
It is obvious that a graph G that has either property A or property B is not T-FSO for any T . The next result shows that the converse implication is also true.
Theorem 3. (Jungers and Blondel (2011)) There exists a T > 0 such that graph G is T-FSO if and only if G does not have properties A and B.

Observability of BNs
Consider a BN in the ASSR:
Here L ∈ {0, 1}
n is a matrix that maps every column of I 2 n to a column of I 2 n . The output y is a 2
n maps every column of I 2 n to a column of I 2 p .
Note that (3) is a discrete-time linear system. However, unlike classic linear control systems the state
This makes the algebraic structure and properties of (3) different from those of classic linear systems.
For an initial condition x(0) ∈ {e 1 2 n , . . . , e 2 n 2 n }, let y(k; x(0)) denote the output of (3) at time k. We say that two different states a, b ∈ {e In other words, observability means that the mapping from the initial condition to the output sequence is injective. Example 1. For the BN
consider the problem of observability on {0, 1} (i.e. N = 1). By (4),
the BN is observable on {0, 1}.
Algebraic approach
It is possible to extend the classical notion of an observability matrix of a linear system to BNs in the ASSR. Indeed, by (3),
We refer to O(N ) as the observability matrix on {0, 1, . . . , N }.
n . The next result, that has already appeared in (Cheng and Qi (2009) ) (see also Kobayashi and Imura (2009) ), follows from the fact that any possible x(0) is of the form e i 2 n , and so 
Since all columns are different, Theorem 4 implies that the BN is observable on {0, 1}. However, O(1) is a singular matrix.
The next section develops a graph-theoretic approach for analyzing observability. This is based on associating a BN with a colored and directed graph G. We introduce a new notion of graph observability such that G is observable if and only if the BN is observable.
Graph-theoretic approach
We begin by defining observability of a graph with respect to the start vertex. Let G be a directed and colored graph.
Consider an agent that walks in G. The output is the sequence of colors associated with the edges traversed by the agent. The agent knows the graph and has access to the output, but does not know its initial location.
Definition 4. We say that a graph G is T-initial condition observable (T-ICO) if from any output sequence of size T it is possible to uniquely determine the startvertex. Remark 3. Note that if a graph G is T-ICO then it is N-ICO for all N ≥ T .
There exist two properties that hinder a graph from being ICO. We say that the graph has propertyÃ if there exists a node with two input edges of the same color. In this case, an agent moving to that node will not be able to determine its previous location in the graph (see Fig. 3 ). The second property is just property B defined by Jungers and Blondel (2011) , i.e. the existence of two separated cycles generating the same output sequence. If a graph G has property B, then an agent cannot determine on which cycle it is moving and thus cannot determine its initial location. The next result provides a simple necessary and sufficient condition for T-ICO.
Theorem 5. A graph G is T-ICO for some T > 0 if and only if G does not have propertiesÃ and B.
Proof. It is clear that if propertiesÃ or B hold then the graph is not T-ICO for allT . To prove the converse implication, assume that the graph is not T-ICO for all T > 0. In particular, for T = |V | 2 + 1 there exist two paths in the graph:
and
that produce the same output, yet
We consider two cases.
Case 1: Assume that here exists 1
and α(t−2) = β(t−2) then again propertyÃ holds. Continuing in this fashion and recalling that α(1) = β(1), we conclude that propertyÃ holds.
Case 2: Assume that α(t) = β(t) for all 1 < t ≤ T . Since T = |V | 2 +1, it follows from the pigeonhole principle that there exist 1 < i < j ≤ T such that α(i) = α(j) and β(i) = β(j). Since α(i) = β(i), this implies that property B holds.
The graph associated with a BN
To study the observability of a BN, we associate (2) with a directed and colored graph G. The set of vertices V is the set of all possible states of the BN, so V = {e The next result shows that we can use a graph-theoretic approach to study the observability of a BN.
Theorem 6. Consider a BN with n Boolean variables. Let G be the graph associated with the ASSR of this BN. Then the BN is observable on {0, 1, . . . , T −1} if and only if G is T-ICO.
Proof. The BN is observable on {0, 1, . . . , T − 1} if and only if every initial condition
. By the construction of G, this holds if and only if an agent moving in G can uniquely determine the initial vertex by observing the output sequence of length T .
In the remainder of this section, we assume throughout that G is associated with a BN and we analyze the properties of such a graph. A matrix L that is a transition matrix for a BN admits a special structure, as it must map any column of I 2 n to a column of I 2 n . This implies that each column of L is a binary vector with a single entry that is 1. Therefore, in the associated graph G any vertex has a single outgoing edge.
Recall that a weakly connected component of a directed graph G is a maximal subgraph such that all the nodes in the subgraph are mutually reachable if the direction of the edges is ignored. 
yielding the same output, where p is the prime length, 0 < k < p, and all indexes here (and below) are modulo p. Letting y(ω i ) denote the output of state ω i , this implies that
Suppose that the same state appears here more than once, i.e. c 1 k + 1 = c 2 k + 1 + sp, where the c i s are two different integers in the range {0, . . . , p−1} and s is an integer. This yields (c 1 −c 2 )k = sp. Since c 1 = c 2 , s = 0, so we conclude that (c 1 − c 2 )k divides the prime number p which is not possible. Thus, the list in (6) To prove the converse implication, assume that property B holds, i.e. there exist two separated cycles α, β that yield the same output sequence. Then there exist i = j such that e i 2 n ∈ α and e j 2 n ∈ β. Let |α| denote the length of cycle α, and assume, without loss of generality, that |β| ≤ |α|. Since both cycles produce the same output, there exists a positive integer q such that q|β| = |α|.
Jungers and Blondel (2011) describe a simple algorithm for determining if a graph G has property B or not. For a graph with p vertices and q possible edge colors, the complexity of this algorithm is O(p 4 q). It follows from Theorem 5 and Proposition 8 that this algorithm can be used to solve the following problem.
Problem 1. Given a BN with n Boolean variables, determine whether it is observable.
However, since G has 2 n vertices, this algorithm has an exponential time complexity.
In the next section, we show that Problem 1 is NP-hard. Hence, unless P = N P , there does not exist an algorithm with polynomial time complexity that solves Problem 1. 
Computational complexity of the observability problem
Our analysis is based on a polynomial-time reduction of the famous satisfiability (SAT) problem (see e.g. Garey and Johnson (1990) ) to Problem 1. Consider a set of Boolean variables z 1 , . . . , z n . A formula f : S n → S is a rooted tree. The leaves include a variable or a negation of a variable. Each internal node includes the operator ∧ or ∨. The root of the tree then computes a formula in a natural way. The length of the formula is the number of leaves in the tree. Formulas are often written as strings (e.g., (z 1 ∧ z 2 ) ∨z 1 )). Such a string is obtained by an inorder traversal of the rooted tree.
A formula f is called satisfiable if there exists an assignment of its variables for which f attains the value True. For example, f (z 1 , z 2 ) =z 1 ∧ z 1 ∧ z 2 is not satisfiable.
Problem 2. (SAT) Given a Boolean formula with n Boolean variables, determine whether it is satisfiable.
The next result links Problems 1 and 2. Proposition 10. Consider a BN with n Boolean variables x 1 , . . . , x n and a single output f : n−1 ≤ N < 2 n . Since G has 2 n vertices this sequence is unique. This implies that G does not satisfy property B. Since G is a cycle, it clearly does not satisfy propertyÃ. By Theorem 5, G is T-ICO for some T > 0, and by Theorem 6, the BN is observable.
Conversely, if g is not satisfiable then f (k) ≡ False.
Hence, the output does not provide any information on the state, so the BN is clearly not observable.
The next example illustrates the construction in the proof of Proposition 10. Example 4. Let g(y, z) = y ∧ z. This is a satisfiable function as g(True, True) = True. Consider the BN
Its ASSR is given by n = 3, L = We can now prove the main result in this section. Theorem 11. Problem 1 is NP-hard. Proof. The proof is based on transforming the SAT problem to Problem 1 for a specific BN. Consider an instance of the SAT problem for a Boolean formula g with n − 1 variables, i.e. g : S n−1 → S, and with length that is polynomial in n. By Proposition 10, we can build a BN such that: (1) the BN has n Boolean variables; (2) The dynamics of the BN is that of a binary counter with n bits; and (3) the BN is observable if and only if g is satisfiable. It is well-known that a binary counter may be represented as a Boolean formula with length O(n 2 ) (see, e.g., (Katz, 1994, Chapter 5) ). The output of the BN is a formula with the same length of g. Thus, the reduction from the SAT problem to the observability problem for the BN is polynomial. Since SAT is NPcomplete even if the length of g is polynomial, this completes the proof. 
Computational complexity of the observability problem of BCNs
Consider the BCN (1). For an initial condition x(0) ∈ S n , and a control sequence let y(j; u, x(0) ) denote the output of (1) In other words, there exists a control sequence for which the output sequence separates any two initial states. Remark 6. This definition is different from the one proposed by 
. According to their definition, a BCN is observable if for any two initial states a = b there exists a control u (that may depend on a, b) for which the corresponding output separates a and b. Our definition is motivated by the definition of observability for bilinear control systems in Elliott (2009). Problem 3. Given a BCN with n Boolean variables, determine whether it is observable.
Consider a BCN with m = 1. Suppose that L e 1 2 =L e 2 2 . In other words, the control has no effect on the dynamics. It is then obvious that the computational complexity of Problem 3 is at least as high as that of Problem 1. Applying Theorem 11 yields the following result. Corollary 3. Problem 3 is NP-hard. Remark 7. Since in the reduction above we assume that the control has no effect on the dynamics, Corollary 3 holds also for Cheng's definition of observability of a BCN. 
Computational complexity of the observability problem of ABNs
In an ABN, at each time k only one of the state-variables, say, x i(k) is updated. The mapping k → i(k) may be pre-specified or it may be random. We will not consider the random case, as the definition of observability for stochastic systems is rather intricate. Problem 4. Given an ABN with n Boolean variables and a deterministic update rule, determine whether it is observable.
Corollary 4. Problem 4 is NP-hard.
Proof. Recall that the Gray code is a binary numeral system where two successive values differ in only one bit. For example, the binary and Gray codes for the decimal digits 0 to 7 are given in Table 1 . Recall that the proof of Theorem 11 is based on associating a given Boolean function g : S n−1 → S to an n-variables BN with the dynamics of a binary counter. The function g is satisfiable if and only if the BN is observable. Suppose that the numbering of the states is changed from that of a binary counter to that of a Gray code counter (without changing the output of each state). Then at any synchronous update only one of the state-variables of the BN changes its value. Thus, this BN is also an ABN. This ABN will be observable if and only if g is satisfiable. This proves Corollary 4.
In the next section we demonstrate some of the theoretical results described above using a BN model of the cell-cycle.
A biological example: regulation of the mammalian cell cycle
The cell-division cycle is a succession of molecular events that take place in a cell leading to its division and duplication (replication). This is a vital process by which a single-celled fertilized egg develops into a mature organism, as well as the process by which hair, skin, blood cells, and some internal organs are renewed.
The cell cycle is divided into several phases. DNA replication occurs during the Synthesis (or S) phase. Growth stops and cellular energy is focused on the orderly division into two daughter cells at the Mitosis (or M) phase. The S and M phases are separated by two gap phases, G1 (between M and S) and G2 (between S and M). A fifth phase, called G0, corresponding to a quiescent state, can be reached from G1 in the absence of stimulation. Gap phases enable the cell to monitor its environment and internal state before committing to the S or M phase.
Mammalian cell division is carefully controlled, for it must be coordinated with the overall growth of the organism, as well as answer specific needs, e.g. wound healing. Furthermore, faults in this control process can either kill a cell through apoptosis or cause mutations that may lead to cancer. Cell cycle coordination is achieved through extra-cellular positive and negative signals whose balance decides whether a cell will divide or remain in a resting state (i.e. the G0 phase).
The positive signals or growth factors ultimately elicit the activation of Cyclin D (CycD) in the cell. Using a logical regulatory graph of the interactions between the different proteins, Faure et al. (2006) ; Faure and Thieffry (2009) have developed a BCN model for the core network regulating the mammalian cell cycle. This BCN includes a single input corresponding to the activation/inactivation of CycD in the cell, and nine Boolean state-variables x 1 (t), . . . , x 9 (t) representing the activity/inactivity at time t of nine different proteins: Rb, E2F, CycE, CycA, p27, Cdc20, Cdh1, UbcH10, and CycB, respectively. The BCN dynamics is given by:
∨ (x 5 (t) ∧ (x 3 (t) ∧ x 4 (t)) ∧ū(t) ∧x 9 (t)), x 6 (t + 1) = x 9 (t), x 7 (t + 1) = (x 4 (t) ∧x 9 (t)) ∨ x 6 (t) ∨ (x 5 (t) ∧x 9 (t)), Faure et al. (2006) consider the input CycD as constant, that is, there are only two possible inputs: u(t) ≡ True or u(t) ≡ False. Under this assumption, the BCN becomes two BNs. The simulations in Faure et al. (2006) show that when u(t) ≡ True (i.e. in the presence of CycD) the corresponding BN admits a globally attracting periodic trajectory composed of 7 states. The sequence of state transitions along this trajectory qualitatively matches cell cycle progression. For u(t) ≡ False the BN admits a single state that is globally attracting. This state corresponds to the G0 phase (cell quiescence). Faure et al. (2006) ; Faure and Thieffry (2009) considered both synchronous and asynchronous updating. They noted that synchronous updating does not allow the temporal separation of multiple regulatory activity changes. On the other hand, the pure asynchronous model is very complex and encompasses many incompatible or unrealistic pathways. The combination of synchronous and asynchronous updating was used to overcome this problem.
Here we consider the observability for the BN obtained when u(t) ≡ True and with synchronous updating. More specifically, we are interested in using the conditions for observability derived above to address the following problem. Determine a minimal subset of state-variables such that the BN with these state-variables as outputs is observable. In other words, observing the state-variables in this subset allows to determine the initial state of the network.
Since n = 9, the size of the matrix L in the ASSR is 512× 512. This matrix is detailed in the Appendix. Because of its size, it is actually better to work with a different representation of the dynamics. For k ∈ {1, . . . , 512}, let S(k) denote the set of indices j such that x(t) = e j 512
implies that x(t + 1) = e k 512 . In other words, S(k) is the set of predecessors of state e k 512 . This representation is detailed in Table 2 (9) of length 7, and that every trajectory is attracted to this limit cycle.
To achieve observability, we must choose a set of outputs so that in the associated graph propertiesÃ and B do not hold. Combining Corollary 2 with (9) implies that the BN has property B if and only if all the states in the cycle produce the same output. In other words, the BN does not have property B if and only if there exist i, j ∈ {416, 477, 469, 498, 378, 316, 284} such that Col(H) ]
.
Then H ∈ {0, 1} 2 n−1 ×2 n has the following form It is easy to see that they differ only by the value of x 1 , and therefore x 1 is needed to distinguish between these states. Proceeding in this way shows that observability holds only for a unique choice of 8 state-variables, namely, when the output includes all the state-variables except for x 9 . This implies in particular that we cannot have observability when the output includes less than eight state-variables.
The reason that so many outputs are needed to obtain observability is that the behavior of the BN is "very ordered." All trajectories converge to the seven-states stable attractor. Moreover, it is straightforward to verify that the trajectory emanating from some x(0) converges to this attractor after no more than 4 time-steps. This yields relatively large sets S(k), and a large number of outputs is needed to distinguish between the different states in each set.
From a biological point of view, one may be interested in observability with respect to states in the limit cycle only. Thus, consider the problem of determining x(0), given a sequence of outputs, assuming that x(0) is known to be on the limit cycle. The graph-theoretic approach is appropriate for studying this problem, as we simply need to consider propertiesÃ and B for the subgraph (9) rather than the entire graph of states. it follows that if y(k) = x 1 (k) or y(k) = x 5 (k) then property B holds because the output is e 2 2 for every state. If y(k) is any other state-variable then property B does not hold and the subgraph is observable. Thus, an output that is a single-state variable suffices to obtain observability on the subgraph.
Conclusions
We considered the problem of uniquely determining the initial condition of a BN given an output sequence. In the context of BNs that model biological systems, this problem may arise when it is either impossible or too costly to measure all the state-variables. The outputs then correspond to the state-variables or functions of the state-variables that can be measured.
Our main result is that determining whether a BN is observable is NP-hard. This holds also for an ABN and a BCN. Hence, unless P=NP, there does not exist an algorithm for determining observability whose time complexity is polynomial in the number of state-variables. Our results are based on a graph-theoretic approach. We associated a BN with a colored and directed graph G, such that the observability of the BN is equivalent to the observability of G. Some of the theoretical results have been demonstrated using a BN model of the regulatory network of the mammalian cell cycle. For biological systems modeled as BNs, this approach may provide guidelines on what measurements should be made in order to guarantee observability.
Topics that deserve further research include the following. First, our results suggest that searching for a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the observability problem in the general case is probably futile. Nevertheless, it is still possible that efficient algorithms exist for some special cases. Finding such cases, and relating them to specific biological systems, may be of interest.
Second, in control theory observability analysis is the starting point for the design of observers. In the context of systems biology, observers for BNs may have important applications, as they allow estimating all the statevariables from a limited set of measurements.
Third, observable linear systems can always be transformed into a canonical observable form. An interesting question is whether this is the case for observable BNs as well.
Finally, propertiesÃ and B described above, that hinder observability of a graph, may be used as guidelines for determining suitable outputs for biological systems modeled as BNs. An interesting research direction is the development of a systematic approach for using this idea in the non-trivial task of selecting a limited set of sensors or measurements that still provides sufficient information on the full state of the system. The matrix L in the ASSR of (8) 
